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Preface

The last five years have seen a growing world-
wide concern with changes in traditional teaching
methods - formal teaching is giving way to in-
formal, so-called "active" methods where students
spend less time being lectured to in large groups
and more time in small group project work and
independent study. In many countries this evolu-
tion is being hindered by outmoded school furni-
ture. ,The traditional classroom situation calls
for a podium to elevate the professor over his
charges, and seating arrangeinents to ensure a
minimum of movement on the part of students.
With the new teaching methods, however, it is as-
sumed that students will move about the class-
room frequently and with ease. Thus, the
traditional "table-banc" - a cumbersome desk
and seat unit accommodating two students - is
giving way to individual chairs and tahles which
can either serve one or two students or be\grouped
to serve four or six. Furthermore, new teaching
methods underline how necessary it is to develop
a wider range of furniture. Traditionally, teach-
ing spaces were wholly taken up by a teacher's
desk, a small segment of chalk board, and stu-
dent seating. The need now is for more chalk
board, abundant display space, moveable trolleys\
with special purpose materials (library books or
animal cages for example) and an abundance of
different types of storage.

Unesco is playing an increasingly important
role in helping developing countries adapt school
furniture in line with educational methods and
goals. The present publication includes an in-
dependent evaluation of two of the Organization's
projects along with :review of a similar, but far
more ambitious project in a country.
The reader will quickly,come t e that the de-
signing and construction of furniture is no simple
matter. They imply expert knowledge in many
specialized areas of concern ranging from the
study of furniture size in relation to the physical
characteristics and needs of children, to the
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proper selection of glues and inspection of welded
joints. The reader may also be surprised by the
critical nature of the evaluations themselves. In
fact these evaluations are being published and dis-
tributed so that Member States can benefit from
the oversights and misfortunes of others. For its
own part, Unesco has learned a great deal from
them, in particular that it is better to concentrate
limited funds on research and development of ex-
cellent chairs and desks for students rather than
to spread these resources over the gamut of furni-
ture required in a school. Member States, on the
other hand, should recognize that any piece of
furniture needs to be built exactly as it was de-
signed and that any deviation from the original
design makes careful testing in a "live" class-
room situation inevitable.

Partially as a result of this evaluation,
Unesco is aware of the need to improve the q4ali-
ty of its services to Member States in what is a
specialized, yet highly important field. As a
first step towards satisfying this need, it has
embarked on a substantial study on how to go
about planning and designing for furniture produc-
tion on a large scale, but with the maximum use
of local skills and materials.

Since it will be some time before the over-all
results of this study are complete and available,
it has been decided to publish and distribute these
evaluations now. It is hoped that they will be of
particular value to educational planners and ad-
ministrators at all levels, but especially useful
do those who are responsible r the purchase,
i\stribution and maintenance of chool furniture.

At the same time, they should ove of value to
I.fu \ ture designers and manufac rers.

he evaluations have bee undertaken by
F.B. \ Scriven and Associates, firm of educa-
tional = cilities planning consultants in London.
Mr. Sc yen is the author of Sports facilities for
schools develo in countries, No. 8 in the
Unesco se es Educational Studies and Documents.



In addition, he has undertaken advisory missions
for Unesco to Africa, Asia and the Arab States,
two of which have specifically involved him in
furniture design. His associates on this study
have worked on the research and development of
furniture in Europe. .

The views put forward in this publication are
those of the authors and are not necessarily an
expression of Unesco's policies in the area under
study.
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Introduction
t

In all, Unesco has been involved in school furni-
ture projects in some fifteen countries, Projecte
assessments have taken place in the case df work
in Algdria, India, Iran, Sri Lanka and Tunisia,
and evaluations of the Sri Lanka and.Tunisian pro-
jects are containedlin the pAiienti study. For pur-
poses of comparison' evaluation of a furniture
project carried Out by the Department of Educa-
tion and Science in the United, Kingdom is also
included.

At the outset, it should be remarked that the
three projects under consideration differ widely
in nature. In the case of the Tunisian project,

lafurniture designer recruited by Unesco 'helped
with the design of furniture for three secondary ,

schools, In the Sri Lanka project, the Asian Re.:
gional Institute for, 'School Building Research
(ARISBR) identified a problem at national level,
asked the government if it could firicia solution to
it, and then hired a furniture design consultant to
help for a short period. As regards the United,
Kingdom, the Department of Education and Science
was interested in promoting a more efficient
relationship between Local Education Authorities ,

*and private furniture manufacturers and the pro-
ject itself was on a much larger, scale than in
either the case of Tunisia or Sri Laiika.

As to the purpose of evaluation itself, it can
be summed up as follows:

To estimate the effectiveness of Unesco's involve;
rnent in school furniture design so -far. To
point out the strengths and weaknesses of this
involvement, and to make' SUggestions on any
required change; in Unesco policY.1

To provide a ,basis f&r the "School Furniture"
study that will, prove of practical use to those
involved in all aspects of the provision of
school furniture.

To provide information for furniture design groups
engaged on projects in countries where condi-
tions may be similar to those considered inthe,

. evaluations.

. u
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To form a basis, for any furtiNer stages in, or
development of, the evaluated projects.

It is worth pointing out that Unescb's iril.Volizernent
in school furniture is a...-direct response to re-'
quests from developing countries which havdre-
cently come to attach great importancs,4to thd
question. Iemany developing areas' traditj.qnal
schools have no'furniture. In the Korakic--Schools
of the Muslim world, for examplef-children squat
on carpets or reed mats::.1Vothing indicates that
such squatting or sitting cross-legged IS tiring,
once one becomes accustomed to the position, or
that it is bad fOr the posture, or ,ealt,h. Children
often prefer to do things on the floor, even when
furniture is provided, and one increasingly sees
children on the floors in progressive Western
primary schools. But the educational authorities
of developing countries insist that school's be equip-
ped with sit-up furniture, perhaps in an effort to
break With the forms of the traditional school, or
perhaps as part of a general process of Westerni-
zation.

There i8 little doubt thatin terms of money,
spent and people involved, education is far and
away the largest industry in developing countries.

School building accounts for a substantial part
of this total investment and School furniture re-
presents about 10.to 20 per cent,of the cost of the
school building. ,It is a situation in which con-
struction has difficulty in keeping pace with enrol-
ment targets set by the authorities and in which
the furniture intlustry fn turn finds it difficult to
keep up with School construction.

ASS UnePco and informed sources in develop-
ing countries recognize, a problem of this size
can only be solved by innovation. Diffidulties
'cannot be done away with simply by importing
ideas and techniques evolved for developed coun-
tries. Nor should furniture be viewed simply as
"pieces of furniture"; it also needs to be thought
of ih a larger context as that essential element
which fills the space hetweehithe user (teacher/
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student) and the building. In short, solutions must
be found to real, and not imagined, problems.

Unfortunately, Unesco consultants working
on specific projects as part of furniture develop-
ment teams in developing countries, do not always
encounter a climate of opinion that permits pro-
blems to be analysed from first principles and
solved logically; in other words, innovation is
rendered unfeasible. If the final result looks too
unconventional, the consultant may be asked to
thipk again. In particular, there is often pres-
sure to resist any innovation which does not al-
ready exist in developed countries.

.In the light of these requests and problems,.
Unesco attempts to play two practical roles in re-
lation to school furniture.

On the one hand, it recruits consultants who
are expert in areas where the developing countries
cannot find specialists of their own. For the most

. part, the consultants chosen are designers. But
since many projects have proven weak at the ad-
ministrative and management levels, there is a
temptation to send administrators. This is un-
justified; competent administrators can be found
in almost all developing countries. However,
Unesco should satisfy itself that such administra-
tors have been assigned to projects before a de-
signer is appointed. If local conditions warrant
it, of course, a case can be made for sending
production engineers, or at least 4signers with
a strong production bias, since this is a further
area of weakness.

It should be remembered that a designer in
these conditions is a member of a team. His
function is that of a "resource person": to pro-
vide information and expertise in his speciality,
while leaving policy matters to others. He may
give advice to those who- define policy, but he
should never assume the role of leader.

Unesco's second role' is to disseminate
information and ideas for the benefit of policy
makers in order that the correct climate of
opinion may exist for innovation, when innovation
is necessary. As already stated, these ideas
should not be in the form of ready-made answers
or formulae.

Up until now a weakness in Unesco's involve-
ment in furniture projects has been the confusing
of its two roles. Resource people have been in-
volved in unsolicited innovation ap,d there has been
either a failure to convey theneed for innovation,
or inability to do so in terms that can be under-

t1/44, sloodk.hy policy makers. Field projects tend to
contain more radical changes than education
,authorities can digest, and propaganda puts too
mtich emphasis on ready-made solutions, and not
enoirgh on a problem-solving approach to

loinnovalion.
In all cases where Unesco engages designers

to work on furniture projects, ,the projects have

8

been run by, and in most cases staff by, nation-
als of the country concerned. The Lines o consul-
tant has been there in a suppOrt capa ty; his
salary has been only a small part orthe total fund-
ing of the project. Designers have ne er been
attached to Projects for more than a short time.
Yet the projects are universally con idered as
Unesco projects and if they fail, the are consi-
dered as Unesco failures. Conse ently, it
should-he-made-perfectly clear that Unesco io
first and foremost appoin4ngdea1gners in a sup-
port capacity - to fill a gap in a developing coun-
try's expertise and to train someone in that coun-
try to fill this gap.

On the other hand, if conditions permit it,
there is no reason why a designer should not run
a project from start to finish, as in the United
KingdOm example, but at present Unesco does not
have sufficient funds to allow this.

In the normal way, however, designers should
not be involved in running projects. Nor. should
they be brought in at the start of a project.
Furthermore, all preliminary groundwork and the
definition of their work should be handled by the
permanent staff of the project in the country,
concerned.

The Arisbr project in Sri Lanka provides an
example of the latter kind of approach:the design-
er was in Sri Lanka for only six weeks and the
preliminary groundwork and administration were
undertaken by permanent Arisbr staff members.
As it turned out though, six weeks was rather a
short period and further visits by the designer\
would have been useful.

Once the practical stage has been reached,)
Unesco needs to ensure that projects are being
run}correctly.z Specificly, it should see to it
that the designer is prepared to start at the cor-
iect time. In this co nexion, it would be .worth -

/while for the Organi ation to work out a standard
method of approach to planning projects.

As a means of promoting the training of de-
signers in developing countries and making the
hiring of foreign consultants unnecessary, Unesco
has favoured the "counterpart" - someone assign-
ed to work with the designer and absorb his,skills
and expertise. However, it has been very diffi-
cult to find counterparts and many projects have
been conducted without them or with inappropriate
personnel. It has been assumed that a counter-
part must form part of the permanent staff of the
Ministry of Education, but it has often been diffi-
cult to find designers who also want to be full-
time civil servants, Some flexibility is needed
here, and projects could feature independent
designers, or designers attached to manufacturers,

, as counterparts.
In addition, teaching should play a much

larger rale in those projects - not only insofar as
designers are ctoncerned but also in relation to

1'0
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furniture users - teachers/students - and to fur-
niture. manufacturers. The consultant should
seize every opportunity to .,address design and
architectual,students and speak at meetings and
seminars. Indeed, this responsibility should be
made an integral part of his contract. So far as
material preparation is concerned, designers,
participating in projects take with them the in-
formation they have in their heads and, in terms
of,documents, what they can carry in a suitcase
But over and above this, consultants in the fiel
should be served by an information back-up -

vice at Unesco headquarters. In any e nt,
Unesco sponsored projects that incorporate inno-
vation or change, however slight - such as a
change from combined tables and benches to se-
parate tables and chairs or a lowering of the
height of school furniture - should budget for time
and manpower to disseminate these ideas to ad-
ministrators and users of the furniture.

Many countries have either prevented school
furniture imports altogether, or-imposed restric-
tive tariffs in order to strengthen their own' furni-
turendustry. 'However, it should be possible to
import a cectain amount of school furniture -' this
amount need not exceed five per cent of require-
ments - so that both users and manufacturers
have some means of comparing design and quality.
The importation of furniture should be looked
upon as a way of importing furnitUre technology
and a means of preventing monopolies and cartels.
Usually, the demand for school furniture in a
deVeloping country' is so high that it is possible
for manufacturers to sell all furnitare produced,

:whatever the quality. The threat, and the exam-
.

ple of\a certain amount of importation, should
enable quality to be kept up to standard.

Given the omple *ty of the q_uestion, it seems
right that Unesco shou have a policy of its own,
in regard to school fu iture - a set of guidelhies
that is more than th sum total of its membqrs'
policy.

Yet, as me tioned previously, the Organiza-
tion's ende ours to promote innovati6ns have
met with on y partial success. In this connexion,
two projects come to mind: a multi-purpose fur-
niture unit for schools and a Mobile Teaching
Package. Both projects were imaginative; 'in-
expensive solutions' to real life problems. But
neither was acceptable to the educational authori-
ties in the two countries concerned.

To help reduce such difficulties, Unesco
should have the means of diffusing its ideas and
policy in order to encourage innovation. Such ans
initiative could be aimed at policy makers rather
than technicians. The following suggestions are
made to this end:

" The production of well-presented concise reports
on significant projectg and items of interest in
developing or developed countries; these
reports would cover the economic and educa-
tional aspect of projects, as well as the tech-
nical aspect. This information could be dif-
fused in the form of a newsletter.

Demonstration projects: the complete or partial
financing of significant innovative projects,
such as the multi-purpose furniture unit and
the Mobile Teaching Package, that member
countries consider too experimental to justify
the investment of precious funds.

>
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Broadly speaking, the common procedures in
school turniture research and development pro-
Nets may be set out in seven steps: (1) Definition

objectives; (a) Collection of preliminary data
( ) Design; (4) Production of prototypes; (514r
Testidg;, (6) Large-scale production; (7) Dis-
tribution and Installation.

Inputs of information and expertise are of
dourse-T-recittir el Tarloits Lilts

6. Large-scale production

Some form of quality control will be necessazir at
the production stage when it will prove more ef-
fective than at the moment of distribution. Defects
are easier to spot and rectify during manufacture .
than when the furniture arrives at a school.

7. Distribution and installation
-e marize I A iffarip . gram

page 9 wheretheotepo arc ,..
. and the inritits with rectangles. In addition, pro-

--knewled e ef-t e abc-aolm-sege-tsova.rzlisees wrzsmisa

the more detailed analysis whiCh follows.

1. Definition of o 'ectives

What should be done What is wro(g with things
as they are What oblems exist in relation to
furniture'? The definition of objectives requires
contacts with teachers, students, educators, ad-
Tinistrators and people in the local community,
as well as a knowledge of the school curriculum
and what funds are available.

01

rangement possibilitie of the furniture with which
111..1.=11111 T.1111/1411111. G11 VVVVV 11111ialik.1,111.1-1111

2. Collection of preliminary data

Bow do children learn in school now; how will
they learn in the future? What is the physical
stature of students? This may entail an anthropo-
metric survey of the school population. What is
the structure of the furniture industry, what manu-
facturing techniques are used and what materials
are available for furniture production?

3. Design 4/

The design cq items of furniture, based on the de-
finition of objectives in and u ng the data col-
lected in (2). Designers and techn ns are re-
quired at this stage. They may be em.- .yees of
the client authority, designers attached toa anu-
facturer, or private designers.

4. Production of prototypes

The production of prototypes of the furniture de-
signed in (3). An input of manufacturing exper-
ience is required at this stage to judge the con-
structional feasibility of the prototype furniture.

5. Testing

The testing of furniture in learning situations it
schools; teachers and students will be involved in
these tests. The testing of furniture under lab-
oratory conditions to simulate several years of
use under, classroom conditions.

10

may not be clear to them. For example, they mayatnot realize that sta able furniture is stackable.
A users' guide m be useful.

To carry out one part of the process success-
fully requires some knowledge of all the other
parts. For example, in stage (7) - Distribution
and installation - if the furniture has to be trans-
ported great distances over rough terrain this may
influence stage (3) - Design - and tests in stage
(5) might be included to dee how the furniture
stands up to buffeting in transit.

Ideally, all those involved ine'project - teach-
ers, educators, administrators, designers, tech-
nicians and manufacturers -'should form a team
to carry the
If this is not
with a kriowle
prepared to

roCess through from start to finish%
ossible, then at least one person,
ge of all the steps in the process or
quire this knowledge, should see

the job through from beginning to end. In the
Tunisian project no one was available to follow the
project through to the finish and the project
suffered.

Genera projects will suffer if steps are
left out or onl given token attention. In the Sri

-Lanka project ere was no quality control during
manufacture or when the furniture arrived at the
schools. In the nisian project the testing step
was left out altoget

Also, too much importance can be given to
the fit of furniture, resulting in a large range of
sizes - fiv6 in many cases. This is more than
most educational authorities are able to handle
administratively. Ire} practice, the range is often
.cut to three or, as in the.case of Sri Lanka, to two.

Consultants should bear in rriind that indus-
trial conditions are different in developing coun-
tries. Although the quality of management and of
the work force may be high, various factors make
industry slow to adapt to change. The second-
hand machinery market is'small or non-existent
and if changes in furniture models Make a machine
redundant, Irmay simply have to be abandoned.
All but the simplest machines must be import
and it is difficult to buy machines at a d
Import formalities mayb complicated and lengthy-.

IP



A large amount of materisls and components may
have to be'imported; with the process rendered
more difficult by possible import restrictions and
I terruptions in supply. Moreover, all of these

nwrfactors make the introduction of change into the
furniture industry in developing countries an
extre ely difficult undertaking.

Ag , several well thought-out projects have
foundere in the production stage owing to lack of

poor organization, inadequate materials or
tools or a combination of these factors. Joint
projects, aSome-form of co-operation with manu-
facturers. right front the beginning of a project are
recommended. Most problems that arise have
either a design or a production solution; either
the design c'an be changed to skirt the production
problem or the production methods can be changed
to overcome the design problem. In Sri Lanka it
vi'as found that wood screws rust and split the wood;
either the screws can.be replaced by nails (nails
rust as well but because of their lower surface
area they do not split the wood) or the screw manu-
facturers can be persuaded to prochice rustless
screws.

A standard method of writing a report on a
school furniture project is suggested beloW:

F*.

S

t

(1) Two pages summarizing all the information
detailed in (2) to (6) below, bringing out the
salient points.

(2) Consultant's terms of reference as defined by
Unesco, scope of the project.

(3) Consult is work plan (to be-submitted to
Unesco a the start of the project). Schedule
for the different stages of the project, adch
as :

anthroponietric study
establishment of user requirements
survey of available methods and materials
design
production 4

quality control,, testing
administration of supply
evaluation .

methods of communication

(4) Description of each stage of the work as de-
tailed in (3) above.

(5) Recommendations for future action.

(6) Diary, brief description of daily events.
;7T Appendix Containing details of work carried

out, but which is not strictly necessary to the
description under (4) above.

3
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Case Study of a Project to Produce Standard.
Desks and Chairs for Schools in Sri Lanka

The Asian Regional Institute for School Building
Research (ARISBR) was based in Colombo, Sri
Lanka. In February 1973 its operat ?ons ceased.
Those staff members who were Sri Lanka nation-
als stayed on at the ARISBR building in Colombo
to form, a purely Sri Lanka institute of school
building research called AGOPA while Unesco
staff memoers moved to Bangkok, Thailand, to
become the Educational Facilities Section of the
Regional Office for Education in Asia (ROEA).

The mission of ARISBR was to imprOve the
design and reduce the cost of school buildings and
equipment in the countries of the region. In pur-
suing tms goal it relied on three main ways of dif-
fusing its policy and the results of research
throughout the region: experimental demon-
stration projects; residential seminars,. and
publications. ,

As part of its work, it helped focus attention
on a school furniture problerninCountered through-
out Asia. The situation in Sri Lanka was, in fact,
typical of that of many countries in the region,
Existing desks and chairs were inadequate from an
anthropometric point of view - they did not fit
the children, Tables and chairs were generally
too high. They were expensive, and their produc-
tion required too large a range of costly opera-
tions. All joints e hand-made mortice and
tenons, pegged withbrut glue. Furthermore, the
furniture was easily broken and difficult to repair.

DESIGNING AND ADOPTION
OF THE PROTOTYPE

In 1968 Mr. Gammelgaard, a Danish furniture de-
-iigner, was invited. to come to Sri Lanka for six
weeks to design a school desk and chair. Mem-
bers of ARISBR laid the .groundwork for Ms ar-
rival by compiling anthropometric data on school
children (published as ARISBR School Builjng
Bulletin 15) and assemblir'i? g informationcon

furniture construction materials and methods as
a basis for the design of the furniture.

As a result of the design exercise, the Sri
Lanka Ministry of Education ordered 180 chairs
and desks to be made in different varieties of
wood and wood products. These were to be pro-
duced in the factories of the National Plywood
Corporation and the prototypes were to be esteil
under classroom conditions.

The construction of the prototype rniture
was simple; all joints were contact joi s, glued
and screwed. All timber was 2 cms thick through-
out, widths were either 7.7 cms or 15 cms. The
chair required only one-and-a-half hours to as-
sembre"; whereas the existing chair took five hours.
The furniture was made in five sizes.

After a short period of testing under class-
room conditions, certain minor structural modifi-
cations were made to the furniture, and the back-
rest of the chair, which was found to be uncom-
fortably low; was raised. However, the furniture
was generally agreed to be successful and it stood
ap well under school conditions. It was therefore
accepted for general use in schools by the Minis-
try of Education in December 1970.

14

PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM LARGE-
SCALE PRODUCTION

In August 1973 when a visit to Sri Lanka was made
in connexion with this case-study, a large amount
of ARISBR furniture had been installed in the
schools and more was being produced. But the
change from prototype production to large-scale
production had brought to light several problems.

The timbei% used in production is mainly un-
seasoned rubber wood; it is cheap and ea'sity
available in Sri Lanka, According to the National
Plywood Corporation (the principal manufacturer
of ARISBR furniture), the Ministry of Education
is unwilling to pay the price of seasoned timber.

41.
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Plywood Corporat?on Factory, Colombo sawinilling and
furniture production 4

s

In Sri Lanka the air- drying of timber is _quite a
. rapid process and it only takes from six to eight

weeks to season timber to a satisfactory moisture
content. But the National Plywood Corporatioji_
would add an additional 15 per cent to tE e price of
furniture if seasorid timber" were used.

On the other hand, unseasoned timber is hard .
to work, it makes it difficult to achieve a smooth
finish. Moreover, shrinkage and distortion occur
after the furniture item has been made. A high
moisture content makes gluing difficult. Also,
shrinkage after manufacture may loosen glued
joints. In addition, the high moisture content
rapidly rusts nails and screws.

Related difficulties further complicated mat-
ters at the production stage. The gluespecli.ed

1.for the furniture is polyvinyl acetate (PV ) emul-
sion but the workmen failed to spread the glue
properly and a number of joints failed when the '
unseasoned tinfuer shrank. Worse still, the raw
materials for PVA glue are imported and during
production there was a break in supply when the
glue was unobtainable. A full fifty per cent of all
furniture seen, either :in the schools or stocked
after manufacture, had been made without glue.
Furthermore, polyvinyl acetate (PVA) glue is not
ideal for furniture, and under certain conditions
certain types of PVA glue may produce unsatis'

1 },

factory joints. In the United Kingdom, for exam-
ple, the use of PVA glue has been banned for fur-
niture in all central government contracts. -

Again, workmen tended to treat screws as
large nails, hammering them into place. The fac-
tories possessed no 'hand drills for making pilot
holes, 'h or were there any power screwdrivers.

A combination of lack of glue and hammered
screws was quite disastrous. The result was thai
there was as much broken ARISBR furniture in the
'schools, fts--there had been broken traditional --,

fur:niturilpreviously. r==
The prototype furniture was produced in five

sizes, corresponding to five age ranges: B - 6 to
9; C - 9 to 12; D - 11 to 14; E -.13 to '16; F -
16 to adult.

But the Ministry of Education decided that it
would be too complicated administratively to pro-
duce furniture in five sizes and the furniture was
ftoduced in two sizes only: size B for primary
schools and size E for secondary schools. In this
connexion, it is perhaps worth noting that existing
furniture is also produced in two sizeb. Be that
as it ntay, the Ministry of Education has already
received several complaints from both secondary

. and priinary schools that the furniture is too low.
The minimum size of classroom in primary

schools in Sri Lanka is 6.10 x 6.10, m (20' x 20');

h
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Old and ARISBR furniture used together in onedatsroom

Sn Lanka

Cramped classroom conditions

Secondary School classroom Secondary School classroom

wrth ARISBR furniture Ts\ with existing furniture
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in secondary 'schools it is about 6.10 ra x 8.23 m
(20' x 27'). A large number of schools possess
these minimum sized classrooms. The top of the
old dtskS used in secondary schools measures 56
cm x 46 cm (22" x 18"), whereas the ARI.tBR
desks for second 4 ry schools measure 69 cm x 55
cm (27 1/2" x 3/4"). Previously, primary
schools used tables for two, measuring 102 cm
x 36 cm (40" x 14"), although in practice many
primary schools were equipped with secondary
school desks. The new ARISBR desks for'prim-
ary schools measure 55 cm x 48 cm (21 3/4"x
18 1 /2"). '

As can be seen from the sketcn (page 15) de-
picting a secondary school classroom equipped
with both the old and the ARISBR furniture, it is
extremely difficutt--ta-put 42 ARISBR desks in a
classroom measuring 6.10 m x 8.23 m (20' x279.
Occasionally, as manjr as,45 'children have to be
accommodated. Clearly, the desks are no longer
functioning as individual units and less formal
classroom arrangements are almost totally ruled
out:

Open-plan primary schools in country areas
have an dvantage in this respect. They consist
of longndivided single storey buildings and are
usually large enough to contain three or four
classrooms. Such buildings allow a certain
amount of flexibility in the arrangement of furni-
ture. Using the ARISBR free-standing classroom
divider, it is possible to arrange tables and chairs
so that available space is used to best advantage.

% THOCHAIR

This is a robust article based on a common fold-
ing chair- prototype. In fact, the chair designed
by Mr. Gammelgaard, along similar lines, for
the Regional Educational Building Institute for
Afrita (REBIA) was also a folding chair.(1)

The ARISBR chair has been modified since
its initial design in 1968. Originally, it featured
a backrest at a height of 23 cm, but the present
chair's backreSts 32 cm high. the backrest of
the first chair wassigned to support the lumbar
vertebrae at the small of the back since research
indicated the need to support this part of the spine

. in the interests of comfort. Howpver, total com-
fort is lacking unless this support is curved or
padded to accommodate a large part of the torso.
Also where the backrest .is a straight bar, it
needs to be higher at the level of the thoracic
vertebrae. Given that the spine is deeper in the
.back at this point, the weight of the body will be
supported on the fleshy parts of the back instead
of on the spine itself, as in the case of support at
the level of the lumbar vertebrae.

The chair is designed so that it.is difficult to
rock backwards and forwards. A ptr bl-ein with

16

1

the old, chairs was that the joint between the back
legs and the seat failed frequently. The ARISBR
chair is extremely strong front to back, parallel
with the triangles. The top joint is particularly
strong - the area of contact is more than 70 sq cm
with four screws. However, the joints at right
angles to the triangles are less strong - contact
only over 15 cm with two screws and these are
the joints that fail most often. .The photograph on
page 17 shows anIndian.pre-independence period
school chair. It is triangulated in both directions;
this could be an expensive solution. But it may
be useful to turn the triangular members of the
Gammelgaard chair through 90 degrees so that the
traverse members can be fixed to the flat, instead
of the edge of the triangle members, thereby in-
creasing the contact Surface of the joints to 56 sq
cm and permitting four screws instead of two. The
joint t the apex of the triangle would be weakened,
but this is a relatively unimportant joint, and can
be reduced to a simple pin joint, as in the folding
version of this chair.

Another joint that fails frequently is the joint
bctween the traverse members and the seat. This
is because the screws fixing the seat have been
driven in at right angles to the seat, And not at
right angles to the traverse members, as shown
on the drawings (see sketch page 18).

THE DESK

Like the chair, the desk is triangulated in one di-
rection only, but since the traverse section at the
top of the desk is much deeper and is screwed
through to three, thicknesses of timber at each end,
the desk is stronger than the chair. The only
structural failure seen on the desk, and this was
rare, was a failure of the cantilever supporting
the desk top, at the joint witn the apex of the tri-
angle. The City Timber Company, a private
firm in Colombo, has been manufacturing the
ARISBR desk with an extra member going from
the end of the cantilever to the base of the triangle
(see photograph on page 19). This makes for, a
sturdier desk. A fixed version of the folding
'scissors' type desk designed for REBIA by Mr.
Gammelgaard would be more elegant than the City
Timber Company desk and sturdier than the actual
ARISBR desk.

The main criticism brought against the desk
in Sri Lanka is that it is too low. The B type desk,
height 443cm, is used for all primary school class-
rooms and the E type desk, height 61 cm, for all

1. See the photograph on page 17 and the relevant
description in the REBIA publication "Class-
room furniture for Sudan Schools".



Indian prrindependance cna r REBI A folding chair and table

sThe preARISBR table and chair, ARISBR's tab and chair,
revisad AGOPA version
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secondary school classrooms. It is recommended
that the B type desk be used for all classrooms in
secondar schools. Fitting trials carried out in
actual assrooms should be conducted to verify
that is choice of sizes works in practice.

The desk is also criticized for taking up too
much clasAroom space. The book slot at the front
of the desk adds an extra 10 cm to every desk top.
The provision of locker storage for books else=
where in the Schools would make this slot
unnecessary;

Because of school, criticism of the ARISBR
range of furniture, AGOPA was asked to redesign
the desks, making the top both smaller (so that
more desks could be fitted into classrooms) and
higher (to Meet complaints that the existing top
was too low). AGOPA was engaged in this work
during the case-study visit.

OVERVIEW

The' development of this project is summarized\bi,
the diagram above. The process followed the
pattern outlined in the summary of the steps typi-
cal of any school furniture research and develop-
ment project (see page 9) but with certain differ-
ences.

The Ministry of Education in Sri Lanka be
came involved in the project rather late in the.
day - ,after th design stage, and after the produc-
tion of the first prototypes. Up to this tine
ARISBR ad had few contacts with tbe, Ministry of
Ed on. The designer was unable to make

odifications to his designs after testing under
c

20

classroom conditions, because he was in Sri Lanka
for only six weeks. However, modifications were
made by other ARISBR staff members. There
was no means of controlling the quality of the
large-scale production of furniture, nor was there
any quality control when the furniture arrived at
the schools. Since the project dealt only with
tables and chairs, it was not considered necessary
to issue a users' guide. ARISBR has issued user .
guides with its science furniture and, since AGOPA
took over in Colombo, seminars have been held to
explain the use a the new scietia.,furniture.

The project was always considered as a re-
gional undertaking, although the furniture was
developed specifically for Sri Lanka. In practice,
the project came to the notice of the administra-
tors respo_hsibIe for tie supply of school furniture
inmany countries of theregion because of the pub-
lication of details of the furniture as ARISBR
School Building Digests 64ea 7, seminars
organized at ARISBR headquarters in Colombo,
and the travel of ARISBR staff members.

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India and Indonesia
have all produced furniture based on theseARISBR
designs., Indonesia has produced 750,000 units.
In each case the original ARISBR designs have
been modified in a manner appropriate to the
individual ,Countries involved.

Overcrowded classrooms and a high furniture
breakage rate, even for ARISBR desks and chairs,
mean that there is a continual shortage of class-
room tirniture in Sri Lanka.

Bearing in mind the special problems of the
country, it is thought that a solution along the
lines of the Multi-purpose Furniture Unit develop-

'
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ed for Nepalese schools (see School Building Di-. gest N'o. 10 "A Simple Multi-purpose Furniture
Unit") would be more appropriate for primary
schools than the present tables and chairs. While

$ it is recognized that the multi-purpose unit does
' not have the same prestige as tables and chairs,

it does seem preferable to them for the following
reasons:

Straightforward conStruction using the techniques
of the packing case industry.

Lack of a backrest, permitting easy construction
(backrests are not considered indispensable
since primary school classes are held for only
four hours a day);

Used as a bench with tables, it can be turned to
give two seat heights, thus eliminating the need
for two separate items of furniture. This is
also an advantage when benches have to fit in
with existing tables higher than the standard
table.

Threechildren can sit .at one bench when class-
., rooms are crowded.

Two units can be used as a table if there is a
shortage of tables.

Benches can be used as squatting tables where
there is severe furniture shortage.

It can be used easily for informal arrangement of
the classroom. It is not a bulky item and can
be easily stacked. The degree of multi-purpose
use to which furniture can be put in practice is
illustrated, for instance, by the photograph on
page 19 showing a desk used as a stool.

As a response to the need for tables and chairs,
the ARISBR designs solved a certain number of
problems, but not all. In general, the remaining

^problems may be solved in two ways:

by accepting the shOrtcomings of the Sri Lanka
furniture 'factories and designing furniture
which takes these shortcomings into account.
For example, glue could be dispensed with and
nails used instead of screws.

or by seeing to it that designs are drawn up
dose co boration with the factories so that
manufactur undertake to correct production
faults. For instance, the Sri Lanka screw
factory might be prevailed upon to produce
rust - proofed screws and nails and to provide
electric drills to make pilot holes in order to
r ove the temptation- of hammering home'
str ws. Seasoned timber might be used.

Much importance was given by ARISBR to the
'good fit' of school furniture - have the right Size

22
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of table or chair in relation to the height of the
student. The result was an ARIStil range of' five
sizes, covering the age range of six years to
adult. This was a greater number of sizes than
the Sri Lanka authorities were able to deal with
administratively. It is thought that for practical
purposes, emphasis should be given to 'margins
of tolerance' - tolerable or permissible 'misfit'
in furniture.

Margins of 'tolerance vary with the type of
furniture and vary each side of the fit position.
For chairs, the margin of tolerance under fit is
greater thaili that above fit; that is, one is more
comfortable sitting on a chair that is low, rather
than on a chair that is high. The acceptable mar-
gin of tolerance then gives the incremental differ-
ence between furniture sizes; this would result
in a range of less than five sizes. If a chair is
to be used for a wide age-range, it might be use-
ful to introduce a footrest for the use of younger
children.

It is recommended that a study be made of
distribution of stature sizes and that fitting trials
be carried out in actual classrooms to establish
a satisfactory sdlection of a reduced range of
furniture sizes.

A reduced range of sizes would be easier,
administratively:

for manufacturing, ordering and supply purposes;
for organization within the school. It is not al-

ways easy to limit an age-group to the rooms
filled with age-group's furniture. Many prim-
ary schools are organized with two shifts.Sec-
ondary schools have subject bases, not class
bases - children move from subject-room to
subject-room.

It must be remembered that in a school situation:

Classes are not selected in accordance with the
height of the children, but on the basis of
levels of ability - there are often considerable
differences of height between children in a
class.

With a rising standard of living, and with better
nutrition, the average height of students in
Sri Lanka may well rise. In this context the
example of Japan is worth quoting: between
1900 and 1971 the average height of 13 year-
old boys rose by 14.4 cm, and that of 12 year-
pld girls by 15.5 cm.

New furniture often has to be made to fit in with
old furniture. Chairs wear out quicker than
tables; an old table with new chairs is a fre-
quent occurrence. This should be borne in
mind when establishing margins of tolerance.



This project was
Unesco "Funds in
struction of three

Case Study of a Project to Equip
Three Secondary Schools in Tunilijo

part of a Swedish financed
Trust" project for the con-_
girls' secondary schools in

Tunisia (the schools have since become mixed -
boys' and girls' schools). The schoOls are at
Beja, Nabeul and Sfax. Furniture was not origin-
ally part of the project, but half-way through its
implementation it was decided that the schools,
wh se designs implied innovative education, should
be equipped with furniture that would help make
riin ovation a reality.

There has been no change in Tunisian school
furniture since independence in 1956. EXisting
furniture is identical to pre-1956 French models.
All classrooms, primary as well as secondary,,
are equipped with desks for two with a bench for
two attached. In order to produce designs for the
production of modern furniture in Tunisia, the
Tunisian government made a request for technical
assistance to Unesco.

In,March 1969, Unesco appointed an architect
and furniture designer to work for the Tunisian
Ministry of Education in the Buildings Division,
under the guidance of the Director of the Division.

DESIGNING AND MANUFACTURING
OF THE `FURNITURE

.The desiknerls terms of reference (see Appendix I)
were to design and supervise the manufacture of
ftirntture for the three schools at Beja, Nabeul and
Sfax. It was understood, although this was not
stated in the designer's contract, that this furni-
ture would be designed in such a way that it could
eventually' be adopted nationwide in all the sec-
ondary schools in Tunisia.

It was also specified in the terms of reference
That the designer .should concern himself with all
the furniture required in a secondary school, but
in three months it was clearly impossible to do
justice to every aspect of the question.

The following is a list of equipment omitted
from the study: laboratory benches,amphitheatre
furniture, gymnaium equipment; chalkboards,
noticeboards; storage units, for maps and charts;
dormitory storage; and kitchen equipment.

Contacts with the eventual users of the furni-
ture were not encouraged by the Tunisian auliori-
ties. However, the designer criticized existing
fdrniture and suggested improvements, and these
improvements are incorporated in the design of
the new furniture.

The definition o user requirements is usual-
ly a lengthy proce s; it entails the analysis of the
teaching m employed, both in theory, and
in the reality of the classroom; it requires lengthy
interviews and meetings with all those concerned
with schools, it requires visits and the observa-
tion of schools in action. Furniture can then be
designed which helps promote these methods and
ideas, and at the same time takes into account
possible changes in education itself.

The designer made a preliminary visit to
Tunisia, of two weeks, at the end of April 1969, a
visit of one week in mid-June, and a visit of one
week in mid-July. Between these dates design
work was carried on in the designer's office in
Athens.

Design.draWings were matte which were used
to produce "a limited range of prototypes - one or
two of each item - at the factory of a supplier in
Jendouga. The designer made a further visit of

':"` one week to Tunisia, in February 1971, for the
evaluation of the prototype furniture. The furni-
ture was then put out to tender in accordance with
Tunisian Government tender regulations. Tenders
were let on 8 April 1971.

The findings of the designer in respect of
existing school furniture can be summarized as
follows:

the dimensions of the furniture are incorrect
since they do not permit children to adopt a
proper, posture;

24 23
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the tables are heavy, It is difficult to change the
positics,r. el' furniture, to move it about, to allow
different grouping of tables;

the,fixing of the wooden tops to the metal legs of
the tables is not strong enough. The table tops
often come loose;

the table surfaces are not hard enough,
modern materials such as plastics and chipboards

have not been used.

These criticisms refer to the desks for two with
benches attached.

The research into materials only applies' to
the availability of wood products and steel tubing.
It does not deal with the many less basic products
used in furniture production such as plastic inserts,
hardware.of all sorts, paint, screws, fixings, etc.

Two factories were visited - Gozlan and Le
Maghreb. Notes were made on the type of machine
tools and equipment available and on the quality of
the workmanship. Unfortunately, only a small ,
amount of the final furniture order went to these
two factories. The factories that, won the major
part of,,the order were hopelessly under- equipped,
poSsased an inadequate 'umber of technicians
and were unable "to produke the furniture as de-
signed. As stated in the designer's final report,
the statistical base for the anthropometric study
iwas not large enough and gave only an "incomplete
appreciation" of the 'situation. This is less impor-
tant than it seems, however, because three differ-
ent sizes of tables and chairs were proCiuced and
it should.prove possible to determine the etze of
furniture appropriate to each age-group'by holding
fitting trials, in the schools.

I
THE CHAIR

The chair, as manufactured, will not stack, al-,
though it was designed to stack. The design re-
quires that the tube bp held at an angle to the bed
of the pipe-bender so as to obtain the configura-
tion Heeded for the chair.to staa.k. This is diffi-
cul - not impossible to achiev,e using the simple
pipe - bending b Machinery found in Tunisia, 'Certain-
ly, the manufacturer who won the conp.act had not z.
understood the design., _But, without changing the
basic conception of the bhair, the design could be
Simplified so that all bending is done parallel to
the b o the inachine.

N tx England chairs o this model feature direct
blitt welds rathc than t ngential welding pf the-
kindilliWoured in the Tuni 4n project,
- Butt weldin' requires n extra weld, Also,
the ends "CI the.tube,must be ground to fit the tube
to which 'it is welded. Although more operations
are required, the result is stronger. This is
particularly desirable in Tunisia since, 'in gen-
eral, joints are brazed rather than welded. Bra
zing uses lower temperatures and distorts the

tubes less during manufacture but, to be effective,
the surfaces to be joined must be clean. Already,
several brazed joints in the experimental chairs
have failed,

As the design shows, the chair is supposed to
be made of a single length of tube. But the manu-
facturer found it impossible to realize this con-
cept using the pipe-benders that he possessed. He
therefore introduc,ed an additional joint in the mid-
dle of the back rail of the chair. A sleeve of a
smaller diameter is provided for nd the two tubes
to be jointed are'then butted to the and welded.
This makes a strong joint, but it is a further
operation not foreseen in the original design._

Generally, the chair seems weak. The ply-
Wood seat is supported on two sides only. If too-
much weight is put' On the seat - if someone stands
on it - it will break,

The front edge of the seat is not curved. Yet
curved front edges are recommended in most
standard specifications for chairs. A seat without
a curve on the leading edge tends to be uncomfort-
able for someone sitting with legs tucked under
the chair. IThe seat is made of two sheets of 3 mm
plywood glued together:%in a hand press. Since,
under present conditions, it is ngt possible to
produce seats curved in Wo directions, it would
have been better to hav4g4seat curve from back
to front instead of sidew0e, so as to have the

h6Curve on the front of the cdicr:r.,,,
None of the experimeo5td.chirs are fitted with

the. plastic inserts shown in the drawings. The
manufacturer claims that thes.e are unobtainable

. in Tunisia and that the small scale of the order
would not justify having them purposely made.

26
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Even if inserts were fitted, it is doubtful -.A
whether they would stay in place given that they
are only secured by friction against the wall of the
tube which would not' be more than 1.5 mm thick.
Generally speaking, inserts sleeved into the open
ends of the tubes are much more effective since
they are kept in place byfriction on a much grea-
ter area of tube.

The plywood seat and backrest are fixed to the
tubular frame by nuts and bolts, ,through to lugs
welded to the tube, in the case of the seat, aitd
threaded directly through the tube, in the case of
the backrest. The end of the bolt is then hammer-
ed down over the nut. to prevent its 'removal. This
is an excellent method of fixing, but it is expen-
sive. Alternative methods of fixing should be

Mound.

...st

THE 61.51(

The desk is not designed to stack. Although it can
be argued that this is not_indispensab in a lass-
room situation, it could help red the ost of

.transp,Ort to the school.
The desks are show n the drawings with the''table tops tnade of chipboard and the slIelf assem-

bly made of blockboard. T' tables, as manufac-
tured, are made entirely of chipboard. This, and
the large amount of steel used makes for a heavy
table that is difficult to move from place to place
in order to permit the kind of classroom arrange-
ments required in modern teaching.

,(...... Although it-is not so indicated onthe drawings,
desks are provided with plastic pads screwed

to the tube. These pads are ill-conceived since
the screw is in contact with the floor: not the pad,
and'much noise results.

Also, the fodtresitseems a rather complica-
ted solution to the cold floor prOblem. It is made
bLtwb-25 mm. diameter tubes covered by a-plank
of kiln-dried beech. This adds unnecessary weight
tothe desk. . .

The desk, along with its two chairs, is de-
signed to replace the table-bench combination
costing about 11,500 D, /row in use in secondary
ychoo . The two chairs of the experimental pro-

._ost 3,000 D each, the table 12,600 par a totai
of , 600 D (it should be remembere , hcArever,
t at these prices are probably t 0 per cent
hither than the price of produc mod

','It seems desirable'to reduce, the price of the
'closer to the le g) of the 'Table Simple of the

see drawing 13, page 36 ),
his would give an cer-all
both the desk and its two

.

V

REFECTORY TABLE

Aff'This table has been designed so as to eliminate
legs at the table corners because these may be
considered awkward or unaesthetic. It uses 4.50
m more tube than a table with legs at the corners
and even then the long sides of the chipboard top
require bracing by two members of 30 -x 30 mm
kiln-dried beech.

(a) stacking

ti

(b) 4.50 m more tube

he 1.,"- is designed to knock down for stacking
to facilitate its transport and normal use. But
the system is too complicated for everyday nee5is
,requring the use of a spanner. Moreover, hafrin'g
the_top made as.,_a,separate part adds considerably
to the over-all weight. In addition, the support
members to the table-top need to be doubled. It
is worth observing that a liable with legs at the
corners could also be made to stack.

The laiminated plastic table tops have, been
made in three sections. Laminated sheet impor-
ted into Tunisia measures 280 x 125 cm. It was
only possible to cut one table top per sheet. The

manufacturer therefore took the decision to make
the top in three sections.

158 112

experimental project
priced at 9,500 13.
cost of 15,500 D for
chairs.

Lmtlyr the.joint, at the pivot of the scissors.
on theft. sk's legs, .and shown as bolted on the
drawi s, qics in fact been welded.

t
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THE BED

Even when used in the doullle bunk position, the
bed is extremely solid and stable. The beds can
eitherther be used singly, Or two can be stacked to
form a double bunk, but sTneefife head-board is
higher than the foot-board, the top p, ed must be
inverted in prder that the two beds fit together.

, HEAD

BOARD
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This method has two disadvantages:

the spring frame of the top bed-must be turned,
that is, it must be left face uppermost when the
bed is inverted. It must therefore be separate
from the rest of the bed - an added complica-
tion, which also tends to make the bed heavier.

the top bed's head-board is below the feet of its
occupant who has no board at his head (see
sketch).

Although the bed is solid arid stable, is price,
compared-with existing double beds, i high -
25, 38Q D compared to 16500 D. Al o, the
beds inspebted had not been fitted w: the
plastic inserts shown on the drawings. The
mattresses are of polyurethane foam.

IBRARY SHELVES

'or a country like Tunisia with few timber
ources, the library shelves use too much wpod.

Again, the shelves have been made of chip-
ard instead of blockboard, as was called for on

drawing. They have a pmanounced sag under
eight of-the books.

b

th

ADJL TABLE

The sto
a price
school st

34

STOOLS

expensive: 6,600 D compared with
0'00 D for the existing fixed-height

Tbis is dile to the large amount of

110

imported kiln= dried beech used (the seat is 5b mm
thick) and to the expensive swivel mechanism
which, because of import restrictions, is hand-,.
made in Tunisia. There is no clear reason why
the seat of the 40.ol, should be so tjlick.

The swivel mechanism is of poor quality and
there is too much play in the thread of the screw
with the result that the seat wobbles when it is ex-
tended. The amount of wobble increases with the
extension of the seat.

The stool is designed to be used with the
drawing table,'' which ie itself made in such a may
that the drawing board can be placed at one level
for industrial drawing and at another level for art
drawings requiring a stool of adjustable height.
But there seems to be no real justification for two
levels.

No provision has been made for caps or in-
serts to the stool legs. The steel rods are direct-
ly in contact with the concrete floors and this
produces noise.'

toorot

SIMPLE TABLE

This table could be made to stack by a slight ad-
justment.to its carcase, thus increasing its use-
fulness and allowing it to be transported more
easily.

The frame which supports the chipboard
table-top runs round three sides of the table only.
The chipboard on the fourth side is unsupported
and has bowed. When using chipboard it is impor
tant to provide all-round support, particularly
when the table top alone is faced with plastic lami-
nate, without _a counter balancing sheet on the
underside (see page 38).

DRAWING TABLE

The existing school drawing-table is adequate and
the experimental table constitutes no improvement
on it.

The experimental table has two set positions,
one for technical drawing and one for art drawing
whereas the existing table has variable positions
to suit individual taste. With the experimental
model the student must change from one side of
the tableto the other or turn the table in order to
change from technical to art drawing (see the
sketch at the, bottom of drawing 16, page 37).^
Furthermore, the height of the stool must be
changed: this is the reason for the adjustable-
height stool - an expensive complication. A point
injavour of the existing table is that it avoids
tangential welding situations. Again, all four feet
of The existing table take plastic-insert buffers.
Two of the feet of the experimerital table are left
without them.

.
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Tuthill' table

Adjustable stools

TEACHER'S TABLE

No comments.

HEADTEACHER'S TABLE

This is a beautiful piece of furniture but if uses a
great deal of wood and is expensive. - 54,300 D.

Having the drawers on castors, as a separate
unit is a good idea. Unfortunately, the drawers
do not have the manoeuvrability that one would ex-
pect; they are restrained, to a large extent by the
footrest and the traverse members and would be
more manoeuvrable under a table ,without low
level cross braces.

TYPIST'S TABLE

The table is designed to haVe only two welds; in
fact, the model inspected had four.

The table has been made without plastic in-,
serts for the feet and this will result in noise.

OVERVIEW

The consultant visited Tunisia in February 1971
to examine the prototypes made by the supplier at
Jendouba. This supplier won only a small part of
the final contract, yet the items produced by other
manufacturers were not up to the high standards
evident in the case of his prototypes.

The furniture itself was not tested under

38

classroom conditions before production began,
nor was classroom use simulated under factory
conditions. Certain defects have since been re-
vealed by classroom use which di,d not come to
light by simply examining the first prototypes.
The testing stage was omitted in order to have the
three schools equipped and ready for the start of
classes in September 1972.

In general, the furniture was badly made.
Welding was poorly executed, especially butt welds.
Painting was inadequate; quite a number of items
already show signs of rust. The bending does not
conform to the drawing and because of this, the
chairs will not stack. Major manufacturing de-
fects are outlined in observations on the design of
furniture: (See Appendix). All the furniture, ex-
cept that produced by the supplier at Jendouba,
was of inconsistent quality. There was no quality
control during manufacture, nor on arrival at, the
schools.

Little time was available to 'communicate' to
the users of the furniture the reasons for the
changes in design and their relation to education.
No user meetings were held. After the furniture
had been in use for a year, a furniture evaluation
form (see Appendix II) was sent to the teachers at
the three Schools in question. These were filled
in by teachers and sent back to the Ministry. This
was the first chance the teachers had had to ex-
press their views on the furniture. The completed
evaluation forms were 'predictably negative.

The project was not successful in producing
technically sound furniture, in introducing the idea
that improved furniture cogld lead to better educa-
tional results, or in convincing administrators and

39
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teachers of the need for change in this field, at a
,national level. Its development is summarized in
the diagram above . The process followed the
pattern outlined in the introduction to the eva ua-
tions but with certain differences.

The objectives of the project were d fined
without consultation with school directors, tpachers
or.school children. The Tunisian authoritiits were
never entirely convinced that innovation was neces-
sary in the fald of school furniture. Perhaps be-
cause of this, no systematic study of,user require-
ments was authorized. User requirements were
not stated in any of the project documents. In con-
sequence, the design of the furniture suffered,
since its function was never clearly defined.

--gee....use of the, need to have the three scgrools
equipped for the start of classes in September 1972,
the prototypes were not put to the test under class-
room conditions. It could be claimed that the
equipment of the three schools constituted a test
sample, but the sample was too large. Equipping
three entire schools, intended for 1,500 students,
with furniture which may, or may not, fulfil its
educational brief or stand up under classroom con-

, ditions, is a wasteful way of testing furniture'.
Testing should have been done on a much smaller
sample of furniture - not more than 30 to 40 exam-
ples of each item.

There was no quality control of the final arti-

1

\40

cle. The furniture delivered to the three schools
was of variable quality. This was due to two ad-
ministrative failings:
lack of quality control at the factory; ,

lack of a recognized procedurefor the reception of
furniture at the schogls.

These failings will be remedied in the future by
the Ministry of Education who are hiring two tech-
nicians one an expert in wood, the other in me-
ta]. These two men will travel to schools to check
the quality of tfiefurniture when, it arrives.

Another problem was that the furniture design-
er, designated by Unesco, was given very little
time - only three months - in which to complete
the work. Because of this, the study was a limit-
ed one. Noticeboards,, pinboards, chalkboards
and the means to displaY charts important items
in the equipment of a 4hool - did not form part of
the study. Equipment for the amphitheatres and
gymnasiums was also left.outside the study.

Furthermore many of the"Iterns/ of furniture
did nOt, c °Rform to the original specifications and
drawings. The furniture was put out to competi-
tive tender but the firms that won the contracts
were small and badly equipped, with feW trained
technicians - they were not the firms that made
the original prototype furniture during the design
stage.

39
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Cise Study of a Project to Produce a Rang f Furniture
for Educational Establishments in the United Kingdom

The, Secretary of State for Education and Science
and the Secretary of State for Wales include in
their responsibilities the setting of minimum
standards of educational provision, the determin-
ing of the rate, nature and cost of educational
building, and the training and supply of teachers.
Central Government does not run any schools or
colleges or appoint teachers, or prescribe text-
books or curricula. Thus, the responsibility of
providing educational service belongs to the over
one hundred Local Educational Authorities in
England and Wales.

It was thought that if several Local Education
Authorities coinbined for the purpose of school-
building, they would stand to benefit from the eco-
nomic advantages offered by bulk buying and de-
sign standardization. As a step toward this goal
the Department of Education and Science en-
couraged the grouping of a number of LEAs in
consortia. The first of these consortia was the
Consortium of Local Authorities Special Pro-
gramme (CLASP) which brings together over 30
LEA's and has its own industrialized building
system. A feature of the consortia is the close
collaboration with manufacturers to produce stan-
dardized building components - windows, doors
roof decks etc. These components are designed
to exploit the manufacturers' production technique
to the utmost, in order to improve performance
and reduce. cost.

As a general rule, the consortia's architects
make drawings and specifications for building
components. Contracts are then opened to com-
petitive tender, component by componentF The
total number of items to be4produced is kn
advance, based on the blinding programme
LEA's grouped in the consortia and this
in economies of scale. The contract is
yarded to the manufacturer placing the

-tftider. After the award of the contract, t

wn in
of the
esults
sually
west

e de-
sign of the components is further refined by the
architect in collaboration with the manufacturer,

usually resulting in further cost saving and pro-
duction efficiency. When the architects attached
to the LEAs which form the consortia design in-
dividual buildings, they use the consortia's kit of
pre-designed parts,_thereby effecting a consider-
able saving of design time. Ent even more im-
portant, encouragement of school building consor-
tia by the DES has actually resulted in better
designed buildings produced more quickly.

Prior,t$..the forming of school building con-
sortia, ilit/aiture was ordered by the LEAs
dividua*-from manufacturers' catalogues. In
other wcf-ifs, the manufacturers alone were res-
ponsible,,frr design. The Inner London Education
Authority, with its extensive building programme,
was one d" the few authorities to have its own de-
sign dep tment. As4it happened, manufacturers'
designs' w re not always what was required by the
LEAs. T e LEAs, buying at the lowest price,
were often forced to buy furniture items for a
single school from a whole range of different
manufacturers, leading to an unco-ordinated as-
sembly of furniture of differing design, material
and colour. At about the time the building con-
sortia were set up, in the late fifties and early
sixties, the manufacturers' ranges of furniture
were becoming obsolete. Educationists were find-
ing that the development of freer, more informal
teaching methods was inhibited by existing furni-
ture. Desks could not be grouped together be-
cause of sloping tops, penrails and lids and
simpler, more versatile solution to classroom
furniture was required. Furthermore, research
in anthropometry suggested that the sizes and
heights of existing manufacturers' furniture were
incorrect.

Given this situation, and mindful of the new
concept df collaboration through consortia, the
DES decided to encourage the LEAs to draw up
their own designs. The first school furniture
consortium was the Counties Furniture Group
(CFG), founded in 1962. It was hoped that,
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grouped into furniture consortia, LEAs would en-
jdy similar advantages to die school building con-
sortia. That is: .

prices could be redt1ced by bulk ordering
the LEAs could gat exactly the kind of furniture

they required in terms .of general design and
anthropometric standards

the consortia cduld ensure the co-ordination of
the design, materials-and colour for an entire,
range of furniture

through advance ordering for' bulk purchase, the:
manufacturer could achieve ecbnomies by anti-
cipating 'the demands on production, and
materials.

To give a design lead to. furniture consortia and
to encourage the furniture industry to b.erespon-
sive to the needs of changing educational methods,
a joint central and local government organization
was set up to produce a range of school furniture.
The latter, which came to be known as the orme"
range, was to be offered initialh to interested
members of the CLASP, building consortium. The
case-study that follows deals with this project.

AIMS OF THE PROJECT

The over-all aims of the project were
To demonstrate to the LEAs the advantage of

the consortia approach to school furniture, and
more specifically to show that if the quantity of
school furniture ordered is large enough, not only
can costs be reduced through bulk buying, but
LEAs can themselves control design, instead of
being forced to accept ready-made designs im-
poSed by the manufacturer.

7/ To improve the standards of school furniture
on a national scale in terms of design and adapta-
bility to current educational methods. To intro-
duce an interchangeable range of furniture for
schools, co-ordinated in relation to design,
materials and colour.

To encourage co-ordinated dimensions for
school furniture in line with pievailing ideas on
ergonomics and education. _

To produce a range of furniture that would
allow continuous revision and addition as new
needs arose and as new techniques of production
developed.

,:. ,

GROUNDWORK AND DESIGN FACTORS

Since the DES has an advisorYfunction and, unlike
the consortia., has no purchasing power ifs relation
to school furniture, it was obliged to act in a dif:
ferent way from the consortia. It therefore joined
forces with the Property Services Agency, Sup-
plies Division of the DOE (Department of the En-
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virotunent),/which ook on respon bility for all
contractual arrangements and the c ntrol of spe-
cification'and quality with the chosen manufac-
turer:The DOE Supplies Division represents the
largest purchasers of furniture in the UK; it
is responsible for equipping a large range of
government buildings including hospitals, police
stations and government offices.

The DOE in turn nominated a non-governmen-
tal manufacturing firm, Pel Ltd., of Oldbury
near Birmingham, to develop the required range
of furniture. Pel was itself chosen as the result
of a selecticin exercise limited to those firms
capable of satisfying the following conditions:

4...ability to manufacture and market the entire
range of furniture to specification (the contract
was not to be fragmented between several
manufacturers in order to simplify the future
development Of the range);

certain condi,tions of financial stability;
willingness 'to expand the range after the initial

contraa.
The manufacturing firm was to market the furni-
ture in the ordinary way under the trade name of
"Forme" with the DOE receiving royalties of one
per cent on all -sales: It was agreed the furniture
could be sold commercially to private individuals
and organizations outside the government. Pel
now has an annual output of approximately £2 mil-
lion of "Forme" furniture, which is expanding.
Forty-nine 'per cent of its entire output of furni-
ture is school furniture, or f,rniture suitable for
schools. Very little of ihiar-output is exported;
the firm prefers to export components and tech-
niques for assembly under licence, rather than
actual furniture items. In all, Pel employs 600
production workers, with 50 administration and
management staff and has its own design depart-,
ment with two designers.

The CLASP Building Consortium was ap-
proached as an initial outlet for the sale of the
furniture range, and with a view to field trials of
the furniture in schools. This was a most valua-
ble arrangement in order to launch the new range.
Now however, the furniture is bought independent-
ly by a large number of LEAs, in addition Jo
regular CLASP members.

At the outset it was necessary to see that
project furniture conformed to. dimensional stan-
dards and a system of colour coding laid down by
the British Standards Institute.

Standards governing school furniture are es-
tablished- by BSI committees on which Central
and Local Government, industry users and re-
search bodies are represented. First introduced
in 1950, these are under ,regular review. The
BSI is an autonomous agency which draws up
standards for` dimensions, performance testing,
definitions of terminology and codes of practice
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in Great Britain. Its Standard Specifications
(BSSs) cover a large variety of item - the size
of paper, the design of bridges, cups of tea, etc.
The Institute has its own mark, the 'kite', which
can be stamped on articles confirming to BSSs
and it employs a team of inspectors who see to it
that the mark is used correctly.

The BSI is a member of the International
Standards Organization (ISO) which issties inter-
national standards and groups most of the various
national standards organizations.

At the start of the Forme project, BS 3030
dating from 1959 was in operation. But with the
introduction of the metric system in Britain, stan-
dards had to be changed from imperial to metric
measures. A new British Standard for tables and
chairs was accordingly published in 1972 as BS
3030, Part 3 (Metric Units). Since BSSs are not
usually mandatory, a BSS must be based on a con-
sensus of opinion, if it is to possess the neces-
sary authority. Thus, a wide range of manufac-
turers, and teachers, and their representative
organizations, were consulted in the preparation
of BS 3030.

At the same time it became necessary to
assess the physical characteristics of furniture
users, and this task was entrusted to the Furni-
ture Industry Research Association. FIRA is a
furniture manufacturers' organization, financed
in the main by member firms, but also receiving
government grants. It undertakes work that manu-
facturers are too small to tackle individually -
the testing of the properties and performance of
furniture, research into materials and manufac-
turing methods etc. It also runs an advisory ser-
vice and a technical library, with a full-time
staff of 26.

FIRA was commissioned by the DES to under-
take a series of anthropometric research projects
covering the 3 1/2 to 18 year-Age range. It made
a survey of 12 basic body Measurements of the
British school population. These body measure-
ments were studied in relation to school activities
involving furniture and equipment. The results of
this work are published as Building Bulletin 38,
'Standing and Reaching'; Building Bulletin 44,
'Furniture and Equipment Dfmensions'; Building
Bulletin 46, 'British School Population Dimension-
al Survey, 1971', and Building. Bulletin 50, 'Work-
ing Heights and Zones for Practical Activities'.

FIRA was paid by the DES for these studies;
as an example of the sort of fee involved, Build-
ing Bulletin 46, 'British School Population Dimen-
sional Survey-1971', cost approximately £3, 000
and required the services of a full-time research-
er for 15 months. FIRA was also involved in the
elaboration of tests for the mechanical resistance
and durability of chairs, tables and carcase work.
The results of this work are the subject of a BSI
standard now in draft form.

Photograph by courtesy of Pel Ltd.

Originally, the Forme range(1) was 'based on
the needs of primary and middle schools. However,
during the last five years the range has been
extended upwards to meet common needs in secon-
dary schools, and downwards to meet the needs of
children of nursery school age. As to the furni-
ture offered in the catalogues, it includes over 150
items: nursery items, tables of all types, trolleys,
worktops and associated storage trolleys, special
purpose trolleys for storage and display, easels
and screens, rostra, space_divider and storage
units, seating, and wall-mounted items for storage
and display.

The designs were arrived at bearing the fol-
lowing educational criteria in mind:
The students' work-place should not always be a

base for the storage of personal belongings;
It should be possible to use tables from all sides;
Tables should be dimensioned so that they can be

grouped to form large flat working surfaces.
The width of the table top should be half the
length;

Work surfaces are required for light and clean
activities as well as for heavy and dirtyactivities;

Work surfaces are required at sitting height and at
standing height;

Work surfaces need to be supplemented by items
for storage and display;

Furnishing the walls is as important as furnishing
the floors.

1. A range of six chairs conforming to the BS 3030,
had already been manufactured by Pel Ltd. but
these, together with all other aspects of seat-
ing, were outside the terms of the contract
with the DOE.
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Furniture should be 'easy to move; furniture fixed
to the building structure should be kept to a
minimum.

Furniture is for adults as well as for children.
Siiice teachers and helpers work -closely with
children they are not always stationed at their
,desks. Schools are increaliihgTrised-ta se'r've
the adult community for educational, social,
recreational and cultural purposes.

Furniture should be designed within a clearly spe-
cified gamut of dimension, material and colour,
in order to ensure that any selection from the
range, and any rearrangement of furniture in
use, can be made in a way that combines flexi-
bility with visual harmony.

Furniture should be designed on an engineering
basis to exploit new technology in metal, plas-
tics, veneered coreboards and finishes, and
to combine ,large-scale production with high
quality and economy.

As far as the fit of school tables and chairs is
concerned, a good fit is based on the simultaneous
agasfaction of the six points shown in the diagram:

I. feet flat on floor
2. no pressure between seat and underside of thigh
3. dames between leg and undirsida of table top
4. back In contact with bacicrest below shoulder blades
6.-elbow needy level with table top .

S. elevate:* between tack of leg and front of sot

To satisfy these ,Conditions a range of six sizes
of furniture was made, covering the three-and-a-
half year old to adult age-groupst1).

(1) The.basic authropometric criteria forthe,,design
of the Forme range canobe found in DES Building
Bulletins, Nos.. 16, 38, 44, 46, 50 and in BS3030,
Part.3, 1972.
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The table and chair heights chosen were as
follows (in millimetres):

Code- Table-Height

-7-

Chair-height
N
A
B
C
D
E

450
500
550
600
650
700

240
280
320
355.
390
430

School children no longer spend all their day
sitting - listening or writing. Children, during
their work, are constantly moving between differ-
ent parts of the school and from place to place
within a space. Children no longer permanently
occupy one workplace using it as a 'base' for their
personal belongings. Not all children, at one
time occupy or need to occupy a workplace of the
same kind. That is, it is not necessary to pro-
vide as many tables and chairs as there are chil-
dren in a space.

Because of this, research has now been ini-
tiated to establish new fitting criteria. These
criteria will put the emphasis on flexibility and
permissible 'misfit' rather than an the 'good fit'
of the existing standards; they are likely to sim-
plify recommendations and reduce the number of
sizes. They will also simplify the distribution of
sizes within a school and simplify the organization
of production at the factory.

New fitting criteria -will depend on a corn:-
promise between three points:, the working plane,
seating plane and the position of the foot on the
floor. The diagram below illustrated these new,
criteria.
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The entire process, from the inception of a de-
sign through to production, entails the steps listed
below:

(i) An item is selected for development.
(ii) The design drawings are made, using DES

data on desired educational performance
and FIRA data on anthropometry.

(iii) A prototype is "mocked up". The mock-up
is composed of materials, that are not ne-
cessarily the materials of the final design -
fibreglass replaces polypropylene for chairs,
"plastic" drawee' units may be made of
wood. The mock-up is examined and as-
sessed. Finally, when the configuration of
the mock-up has been agreed upon, a proto-
type in the intended materials is examined
and tested.

(iv) A preliminary cost estimate is made, based
on past experience with similar models.

(v) A production line is set up and items are
produced. Stringent factory tests are per-
formed which go beyond the recommenda7
tions of BSS 3030 for testing. For certain
items - chairs, plastic liners for supporting
plastic trays - extensive testing may be re-
quired to determine the life span of the
article.

(vi) Adjustments are made to production machi-
nery angAtchniques.

i) After approval by the DES and the DOE,
final production begins.

It should be noted that furniture is not tested be-
fore production under school conditions: tests in
the factory are designed to simulate, in a short
time, several years of use in schools.

It can be seen that manufacture and design are
part of a continuing process. Experience shows
that the time taken from inception to final produc-
tion varies from 6 months to two years depending

on the priority given to the article and its com-
plexity.

Because it is designed to be flexible, the
Forme range of furniture is well suited to the
needs of primarischools. However, this flexi-
bility is not always fully exploited. Some teach-
ers seem unaware of the different arrangements
possible. Fpr example, many mobile cupboards
tend to stand in one place permanently; the cork
bulletin board provided on the back of the mobile
storage units for low level display is rarely put
to use and although chairs and tables can be stack-
ed, in practice this. is rarely done.

On the other hand, no guide to its use is is-
sued with the furniture because of the multitude of
different circumstances surrounding its function
in old as well as new schools. But Pel does make
sets of model furniture to 1:20 scale that can-be
used on scale drawings to explain different furni-
ture layouts. These are not cheap at £350.00 a
set, but 7,000 models of pieces of furniture have
so far been made and there is a constant demand.

Though they are not a part of'the Forme
range, shell chairs - a single moulded plastic
element forming seat and backrest mounted on
steel legs - have a strong aesthetic appeal, and
many LEAs are ordering them. It would seem
that most shell chairs do not satisfactorily-sup-
port the body in writing postures. Generally,
shell chairs do not permit the individual to adopt
a forward leaning posture while simultaneously
maintaining contact between the backrest and the
lumbar region of the back. However, the back-
rest of a shell chair can flex baCkwards, an attri-
bute suited to the relaxed position adopted in au-
ditorium seating. It would nevertheless seem
possible to
upright wri
3030, Part

In this

4

deign a shell chair permitting,,good
position in accordance with BSg

onnexion, it should also be mentioned
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that in 1972 there were about 1,000 fires in
day school buildings in Britain, a third'of which
were due to malicious fire raising. The fire pro-
perties of plastic chairs are the subject of re-
search at the Rubber and Plastics. Research As-
sociation (RAPRA) carried on in collaboration
with the DOE Fire Research Station. A report on
the toxicity of plastics is being written by the

'Porton Medical Centre and the Greater London
Council (GLC) Supplies Department is experi-
menting with fire on polypropylene chairs. None .
of this research has yet been published..

Untreated polypropylene chairs are easily _

ignited. Polypropylene chairs treated with fire-
retardant are less easily ignited, but, once alight,
they will produce-more smoke and toxic fumes.
Fire-retardant also tends to impair the flexibility
and strength of the material. The problem facing
the manufacturers is the delicate balance to be
achieved between flexibility, strength and fire
resistance. It should also be borne in mind that
if a stack of chairs is set alight fire4vill spread
down the stack, because the plastic drips just as
easily as it spreads up. 1 ...,

Most new furniture items are made with tech-
niques and materials already in use in the firm's
existing production: As a result, a correct esti-
mate of the cost of an item at the design stage will
depend on 'a. thorough knowledge of the exact cost
of items already in production. Cost is based on :
the .cost'of materials; operational costs; adminis-
trative costs and profit.

Profit, expressed as a return on capital em-
ployed, is resolved annually between Pel Ltd.,
and the DOE, but within this limit it is Pel's res-
ponsibility to ensure that their prices are com-
petitive with those of other manufacturers for
similar articles.

The colour coding of tables and chairs has
been introduced to ensure that the right size table
is used with the right size chair. Further, the
colour can be indicated in the form of a mark, or
entire elements - table tops, 'seats, etc.- - can be
coloured to permit easy recognition. Again, it i
worth drawing attention at this stage to the nu
merical coding of furniture items introduced b
DOE P.S.A. Supplies Division. It is their own /
system and does not form part of any BSI recom-/
mendations. Its.major appeal is that it constitutes
a quick shorthand way of describing furniture;
the code number, 02.66 4832, for example, does
service for the words "table with two end cup-
boards, table top 1500 x 900 mm, height 600 mm
with beech veneer top". Such coding of furnittire
is essential if the furniture inventory is to be kept
in a computer data bank or if a computer is to by
used ill the ordering of furnitUre. So far as ih
knOwn, computers are not used by any LEA for
furniture inventories or ordering only the DOE
makes use of computers for this purpose.
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PRODUCTION METHODS AND MATERIALS

Table tops are made of chipboard, finished with
either linoleum, plastic laminate, beech veneer
or oil-tempered hard-board for practical work.
Lipping is composed of an extruded FCC section,
cut to size, welded into a loop, heated and shrunk
onto the, table as it cools. The Iop of the table is
supported by a continuous rail of steel angle or
rectangular tube, legs are light steel tube, And
assembly is by welding.

The seat and backrests of chairs are of poly-
propylene injection mouldings. The moulds 'are
expensive, about £8, 000 each. In cost terms, flip
solution of a separate backrest and seat possesses
adVantages over the shell -chair combining seat
and backrest. Moreover, the smaller moulds for
the separate. seat and backrests are Cheaper and
require a smaller 'machine for the injection .pro-
cess. Only four sizes of seat and backrest are
needed to cover the complete range of six chair
sizes; for instance, one size of seat and backrest
is used for two types of chair and the difference in
size can be brought about by altering the frame-
work. The components connecting the seat to the
backrest are of pressed steel which in turn gives
a certain amount of resilience to the backrest

e. .
The weight of the seat is transmitted to the legs ,,
of the chair through plastic bushes underneath the*---
seat. The legs themselves are light steel tube
fitted with high/low blend polythene inserts.

Carcasses are generally constru\cted from
chipboard, and lipped and veneered in beech. Di-
visions and shelves are beech-faced Plywood.
ABS liners are bonded to divisions to \support
shelves and plastic trays. Tops are constructed
in the same way as table tops. Castors are rub-
ber or nylon wheeled but without locking deVices.
Backs are either made from beech-faced ply or
covered with cork bulletin board. Doors are chip -
board li tied and veneered in beech while iron-
monger and fittings are either steel or plastic.
Woode elements are curtain- coated with acid
catal st lacquer before assembly.

he Pel factory batch-assembles furniture.
Ba ches of furniture components are formed into
f rniture items at a fixed assembly position.
ut with the exception of the curtain coating pro-

cess for -wood finishing, and the epoxy powder
coating process for finishing the steel frames,
there is no moving assembly line as in a car
factory.

In making the chair, the following compOnent
parts are called for:
two light steel tube legs
two pressed steel frames connecting the seat and

legs to the backrest
one polypropylene seat
one polypropylene backrest
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two plastic bushes for spreading the seat load
overthe legs

four blended plastic inserts for' the chair legs
two nylon seat fixing rings which permanently

secure the seat, giving a Maintenance-free
ssembly

two nylon ring; for fixing the backrest and indica-
ting the colour code.

As a result of the production process:

the steel elements are cut to size
the pressed steel elements are formed in pairs

by a progressive tooling system with four sep-
arate pressing operations; burrs are removed
from each component individually by a hand
finishing and mopping operation

the tubular legs are formed in a press three at a
tim by a single operation of the press which
pro ces three legs, each leg with four bends
in i . Front and back legs ,are produced
sepa ately as their form differs

all the steel components are brought to the weld-
ing stations where the pressed steel compon-
ents are CO2 welded to the tubes

the frame is set to a master pattern to ensure
consistency of the product and that it stands
square

the frame is cleaned, degreased and sp ayed elec-
trostatically, using oven-cured epoxy pOwder. .
This entire process is continuous

the frames are then stacked for seat aril back as-
sembly. Plastic inserts are fitted tl the legs,
and protective sleeves keep the frame clean
and give additional protection during handling

and transport. The polypropylene seats and,
backrests are fitted

after assembly the chair is checked oncee, more
for any defects, and packed.

Furniture is produced by the factory in response
to orders received. For cost reasons, littlt fui:-
nituzre is kept stocked at the factory itself. As
soon as it is completed, fuviture is sent to the
schools or schools providing the order. Since
items are produced in batches - the factory does
note the whole range of furniture on a con-
tinuous basis - the furniture is sent,off in batches
and orders are usually effected by more than one
delivery to each school. This can lead to confu-
sion at schools, especially when consignments of
furniture are received over a long period of time.
It must be remembered that the furniture was not
designed with transportation in mind. Further-
more, not enough units of furniture can be stack-
ed in each delivery yan, and this adds to delivery
time. Furniture prices include the cost of deliv-
ery and off-loading. Since the Pel factory is
centrally placed in the UK, delivery distance is
never more than 500 miles, so that a fixed price
can be quoted to all purchasers. For the peak
delivery period of June, July and August, extra
vehicles are hired by the manufacturer. The
positioning of the furniture within the school is
the responsibility of the LEA. The LEA is also
responsible for the acceptance and security of
furniture delivered prior to a school opening. In
the normal way, furniture delivered to a school
site is accepted by a site representative who
limits himself to checking for quantity.

'1'43
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OVERVIEly

The diagram on the preidous page gives a sitnpli-
fled graphic representation Of the research and
deVeloPrrkent process followed throughout the
project.

/The project has done much to encourage the
'consortia approach' *to school furniture ,su,pply,
that is, a large purchasing organiz tion thafde4e1- ,
ops its. own design to suit the eeds of teachers
and learners, and'r rks clo ly with manufac-
turersto reduce costs.

The 1 furniture itself is. bright, . aftractive
convenent and can be moved easily, \It works

50

best in primary schools, since, in general, sec-
ondary schools are oat ready to exploit the flexi-
bility of the range.

However, one problem which tias not .been
solved is that of the smooth supply of furniture
to schools. Usually; furniture arrived at new
schools in consignments spaced out over several
days, with the last consignment often arriving
after school has begun. Also teachers are for the
Most part unaware of the different arrangement
possibilities of the furniture range. They fail to
exploit its mobility and-additional ways of ex-
plaining the possibilities of the furniture to them

.should be found. .?
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THE CONSULTANT'S TERMS
OF REFERENCE

APPENDIX I

Tunisia

The Consultant, acting upon the instructions of
the Director-General of Unesco, shall:

Undertake a study of school furnittfre in con-
nexion with the project to construct secondary
schools for girls in Tunisia. In this connexion
the Consultant will study the contract documents
for the construction of the secondary boarding
school for girls at Beja.

To be carried out in close collaboration with
-the interested authorities at the Tunisian Minis-
try of Education and the Educational Facilities
Section of Unesco he -study will include:

(a) a visit of about 10 days to Tunisia to make
contact with the interested authorities and to
make a qualitative and quantitative survey of
existing furniture used in schools, of condi-
tions under which school furniture is produced
and, in particular, of the local industrial re-
sources and the possibilities of adapting and
or establishing a school furniture industry;

(b) research into documentation on school furni-
ture studies in other countries;

(c) recommendations for improvements that
could be made. to existing furniture;

. . .

4

(d) study Of economic considerations and anthro-
pometric and educational requirements; This-
study will include:

the definitiou of criteria to whichiteins studied
should comply in connexion with design and
actory production (particularly easy repair of
.different items of furniture),

detailed drawings of each item covered by the
project, giving suggestions for alternative
materials (e. g. light-weight steel tube; wood,
etc.),

a specification and cost analysis of each item in
each of the alternative materials suggested,

a study of the amortization and maintenance costs
of the proposed furniture;

(e) a period of supervision over the construction
of prototypes for each item.

The different itetns..of school furniture to be de-
signed are: table, chair, storage unit, bedstead
with wardrobe and all items required in general
classrooms, equipment for specialist rooms,
laboratories, workshops, boarding accommoda-
tion and in general any other furniture which may
be useti in secondarY schools.

The Consultant *ill submit. a final report,
comprising a resume of the project, a critical
evaluation of the completed prototypes and re-
commendations !for factory production.
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APPENDIX II
4

Tunisia

.

FURNITURE EVALUATION SHEET

FOR STUDENTS' DESKS AND CHAIRS
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